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Equality organisations welcome Scottish Government
consultation to improve the Gender Recognition Act
Leading LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and intersex) and women’s equality
organisations in Scotland have today welcomed the launch of the Scottish Government’s
consultation on improving the Gender Recognition Act 2004.
The LGBTI organisations welcoming the proposals are Scottish Trans Alliance, Equality
Network, LGBT Youth Scotland and Stonewall Scotland.
Women’s organisations Close the Gap, Engender, Equate Scotland, Rape Crisis Scotland,
Scottish Women’s Aid, Women 50:50 and Zero Tolerance have jointly issued a statement
of support for reform of the Gender Recognition Act.
The Scottish Government consultation paper launched today proposes to simplify how
transgender people can change the gender on their birth certificates. It is proposed to
bring the process for birth certificates in line with that for other identity documents such as
passports. Trans people would need to complete a formal legal statutory declaration
confirming the gender identity in which they live and their intention to do so permanently
for the rest of their life. Passports, driving licences, medical records and employment
records are already changed by self-declaration when a person starts living in their gender
identity.
James Morton, Scottish Trans Alliance Manager, said:
“We welcome the Scottish Government’s proposals to reform the Gender
Recognition Act. The current process to change the gender on a trans person’s
birth certificate is a humiliating, offensive and expensive red-tape nightmare which
requires them to submit intrusive psychiatric evidence to a faceless tribunal panel
years after they transitioned. It makes sense for birth certificates to be brought into
line with the self-declaration process already used to change all other identity
documents when trans people start living in their gender identity.
“Being able to change the gender on their birth certificate to match their other
identity documents is important primarily to uphold trans people’s privacy and
dignity but also to ensure that their pensions, insurance policies, civil partnerships
and marriages are all administered correctly.
“We urge the Scottish Government to also provide legal gender recognition for nonbinary trans people so that all trans people can have equal inclusion and
acceptance within Scottish society.”
Close the Gap, Engender, Equate Scotland, Rape Crisis Scotland, Scottish Women’s
Aid, Women 50:50 and Zero Tolerance, jointly said:
“For over a decade, we have engaged in constructive dialogue with our colleagues
in the Scottish Trans Alliance, Equality Network, LGBT Youth Scotland and

Stonewall Scotland. We do not regard trans equality and women’s equality to be in
competition or contradiction with each other. We support the Equal Recognition
campaign and welcome the reform of the Gender Recognition Act. Rape Crisis and
Women’s Aid in Scotland provide trans inclusive services on the basis of self
identification. We will continue to work collaboratively with Scottish Trans Alliance
and other equality organisations with the aim of ensuring that new processes are
appropriately designed and without unintended consequences.”
Colin Macfarlane, Director of Stonewall Scotland, said:
“This reform is desperately needed as it’s time to move the legislation on from being
a long complicated bureaucratic process, which treats being trans as a mental
illness. We believe a better Gender Recognition Act is a crucial next step in
achieving equality for all trans people and will help reduce the discrimination and
abuse that is all too prevalent in our society.”

The Scottish Government also propose to align the age a person can apply to change the
gender on their birth certificate with the age of legal capacity in Scotland, which is 16. In
Scotland, people can get married, leave school, have a child, vote and join the armed
forces at the age of 16. The Children and Young People's Commissioner Scotland
supports the age reduction.
Fergus McMillan, Chief Executive of LGBT Youth Scotland, said:
“LGBT Youth Scotland welcomes the Scottish Government proposals to reform
gender recognition law in Scotland. We are working with young people through our
youth commission on gender recognition, to bring their views and experiences to
the forefront of the consultation. These reforms will allow all trans people, including
trans young people, to live with dignity and equality.”

The Scottish Government consultation paper positively acknowledges the importance of
respecting the lives of non-binary people who do not identify solely as men or women. It
outlines a variety of possible actions that could assist non-binary people, from making
small changes to administrative forms through to providing recognition of non-binary
people in legislation and service provision.
At the Scottish LGBTI Hustings event during the 2016 Holyrood election campaign,
Nicola Sturgeon was asked when she would recognise non-binary gender identities
in law, and replied:
“I think we should, and I think we should do it in the next Parliament, and that’s one
of the specific things I think we should look to take forward in terms of reviewing the
gender recognition law. I think it is no longer, in this day and age, appropriate for
people not to have their perfectly legitimate identity recognised legally.”
[video available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQGM7Jk2HAs&t=63s ]
Vic Valentine, Scottish Trans Alliance Policy Officer, said:
“Reforming gender recognition law to include non-binary people would be a clear
indication that our identities are seen as equally valid to those of men and women.
This is a vital step towards creating a society in which non-binary people are truly
recognised, and treated with dignity and respect in all aspects of our day-to-day
lives.”

ENDS
For further information, please contact James Morton, Scottish Trans Alliance
Manager, on 07554 992626 or james@equality-network.org Quotes and photos from,
and interviews with, transgender individuals can be provided.
LGBT Youth Scotland has set up a Youth Commission on Gender Recognition to bring
young people’s views and experiences to the forefront of the consultation. Members of the
group may be available to speak to the press. Contact: communications@lgbtyouth.org.uk
Notes to editors:
1.

The Scottish Government consultation paper on reforming the Gender
Recognition Act can be found at: https://consult.gov.scot/family-law/review-ofthe-gender-recognition-act-2004/

2.

The Scottish women’s organisations support statement in full can be found
at: https://www.engender.org.uk/news/blog/statement-in-support-of-the-equalrecognition-campaign-and-reform-of-the-gender-recognitio/

3.

The governments that already allow full legal gender recognition through selfdeclaration include: Argentina, California (USA), Colombia, Denmark, Ireland,
Malta and Norway.

4.

The governments that already provide various non-binary identity documents,
such as birth certificates or passports, include: Argentina, Bangladesh,
California (USA), Canada, Denmark, India, Malta, Nepal, New South Wales
(Australia), New Zealand, Oregon (USA) and Pakistan.

5.

Nicola Sturgeon’s 2016 speech on non-binary gender recognition can be
viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQGM7Jk2HAs&t=63s

6.

Gender recognition reform does not affect sport. Where necessary for fair
and safe competition, sports governing bodies will continue to be able to
restrict trans people’s participation regardless of whether they have received
legal gender recognition.

7.

Trans people have never been required to obtain legal gender recognition in
order to use toilets and changing facilities of their gender identity. The
Equality Act 2010 will continue to provide single-sex service providers with
the ability to treat trans people differently from other service users if that is a
proportionate response to achieve a legitimate aim (such as ensuring
adequate privacy).

8.

Scottish Trans Alliance www.scottishtrans.org is Scotland’s national
transgender equality and human rights project and is based within the
Equality Network, a national charity working for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans
and intersex (LGBTI) equality and human rights in Scotland: www.equalitynetwork.org

9.

The Equal Recognition Campaign aims to bring gender recognition law in
Scotland up to international best practice: http://equalrecognition.scot/

10.

LGBT Youth Scotland www.lgbtyouth.org.uk is Scotland’s largest youth and
community based organisation for LGBT young people. We regularly support
professionals to meet the needs of gender non-conforming children under the
age of 13 and work with a high number of transgender young people under
the age of 16 within our services. We run youth groups across Scotland and
two national participation projects, including the LGBT Youth Commission on
Gender Recognition.

11.

Stonewall Scotland www.stonewallscotland.org.uk campaign for equality
and justice for gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans (LGBT) people living in
Scotland. We work with businesses, the public sector, local authorities, the
Scottish Government and Parliament and a range of partners to improve the
lived experience of LGBT people in Scotland.

